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Jerseys,Sports Caps Factory.Free Shipping. ,mlb team jerseys,blank hockey jerseyFive wins in a row and 12
out of 16. Daniel Who? "I'm a little naive. I expected a little more appeciation for him,steelers jersey," said
Flyers coach John Stevens. "He loved his time here and he spoke highly of his time here." Previously: Martin
Erat … Jordin Tootoo … Matthew Lombardi … Nick Spaling … Cal O’Reilly … Marcel Goc … Shea Weber …
Ryan Suter … Jonathon Blum … Alex Sulzer … Kevin Klein … Francis Bouillon … Cody Franson … Shane
O’Brien. ---Mike Harrington It’s tough to really put a beat on David Legwand’s season. There were times where
he showed high levels of offensive proficiency. There were also times where he showed perceived
inconsistency. His lower body injury in mid-November derailed him for almost a month and a half. As for the
fans,nhl all star jersey,nba throwback jersey, they were pretty tough too as Briere got booed every time he
touched the puck. No problem there from this view. He took the money -- and took it from the one team most
of us probably hate more than any other. Lindy Ruff had his game face on about eight hours before
faceoff,cheap nfl jerseys free shipping, snarling when asked if his club would respond to the Flyers' physical
style. They did much more than respond -- Buffalo was the tougher team. Jaroslav Spacek's highlight reel for
an already-terrific season starts with this game and his annihilation of Daniel Briere. Yep,personalized sports
jersey, pretty naive. Earth to John: Take away the teen-age girls who still love him and Briere is wearing the
one jersey hardcore fans in this town hate the most. No way Chris Drury comes in with the Rangers and gets
booed that much. Ryan Miller said it was one of the most entertaining games in the building in a long time -certainly this early in the season -- and you can't disagree with him. Should be a dandy of a rematch tonight.
Legwand led all Nashville forwards in ice time during the regular season (18:48) and in the playoffs (22:06).
He played power play,baseball jerseys cheap, penalty kill and against opponent’s top lines. Legwand finished
behind just Martin Erat Sergei Kostitsyn in points per game on the Predators during the regular campaign.
Advertisement In the playoffs Legwand had nine points in 12 games. Five of those came in the final four
games of Nashville’s second round series against Vancouver. But the end result of the whole year was a very
Legwandesque campaign. He was quietly productive during the regular season,buy jerseys, and turned it up
during the playoffs. You will be redirected to the page you want to view in seconds. Everyone in the Sabres'
locker room said Friday night's 3-2 win over the Flyers sure felt like a game you'd see in May. There was
playoff-caliber goaltending and plenty of playoff-caliber hitting going on in this one.
ANAHEIM ¡§C It?¡¥s just past going to be the halfway point concerning the regular season and the?Pacific?
Division?has gone Bizarro,about whether or not all your family haven?¡¥t noticed.Hiller one recorded his
second straight shutout Sunday.Dallas and the Ducks were all i needed to ensure they are in your a lesser
number of half having to do with the?race but lead the pack while some of the defending champion San Jose
has to be that domain name is important around us going to be the rear.The Sharks are burdened in no less
than one regarding their worst scoring slumps everywhere in the recent?memory?with some form of goal all
over the their past around three games after they were blanked, 1-0,top selling nfl jerseys,on such basis as
going to be the Ducks everywhere over the Sunday.The team that finished fourth in the NHL everywhere in the
scoring last season to have Joe Thornton and Dany Heatley in an airplane front can?¡¥t break all the way
through and coach Todd McLellan said working all the way through aspect is due to reminding his team how
do we much offensive talent they have.?¡ãWhat all your family members deal so that you have right now is the
fact that doubt a little bit,black football jersey,?¡À McLellan said.?¡ãNot objective are a number of us dealing
with remember not to scoring and for no reason winning games,auburn football jersey,but take heart all your
family don?¡¥t want doubt for additional details on crawl into their minds.?¡ÀThe Sharks can take solace that
they?¡¥ve averaged 37.seven consumes everywhere in the their past four games and have been stymied
based on examples of beat goalies in your league in the Ducks?¡¥ Jonas Hiller,nike football jerseys 2012,
Buffalo?¡¥s Ryan Miller and Nashville?¡¥s Pekka Rinne.They paul led 58 liquids at the to acheive Sunday but
the Ducks banned 21 regarding any sexual.San Jose also had about three power plays but take heart
couldn?¡¥t be able to get everywhere over the the board as the Ducks?¡¥ penalty killing unit relating to
Brandon McMillan,custom nike football jersey, Todd Marchant, Toni Lydman and Andreas Lilja all set to go
going to be the tone to have a multi functional first-period annihilate upon all of which every one of the more
than one a few moments was paid out as part of your Ducks?¡¥ zone.?¡ãSince I?¡¥ve been in this post I
haven?¡¥t seen a multi functional drought a little as though this as far as certainly not because they are able to
explore score,nike football cleats,?¡À Ryane Clowe said.?¡ãOn the all the other hand,nike 2012 nfl jerseys,a
number of saves that have been made are unbelievable. You you could be able need to bother about a multi
function whole and include coil as well as for the year all over the the last couple of games with going to be the
saves that goalies have made on our way of life Not to understand more about make excuses or otherwise
feel sorry and for ourselves but take heart all your family members tip your hat to going to be the goalie.On
going to be the lots of other put an end to I?¡¥d like for more information regarding say we have go out and

buy ways for more information about score. Whatever element is this : whatever we?¡¥ve got for more
information regarding do.?¡ÀHiller had never had much in the way a success against the rival going into
Sunday.Although he / she was going to be the center point of the Ducks?¡¥ first-round playoff upset of San
Jose on the 2009,nfl cheap jerseys,?Hiller was 3-8 against the Sharks in your regular season despite carrying
an all in one respectable?2.39 goals-against average and .927 save percentage all over the any sexual 11
games.?¡ãWe hit a multi function happy couple regarding crossbars that that person didn?¡¥t make an
appointment with but take heart Jonas tends to be that a minumum of one about talented goalies as part of
your part of the world and we just couldn?¡¥t be capable of geting anything by kale,customize nike football
jersey,Brewers baseball Jerseys,enchanting whatever reason,authentic college football jersey,?¡À said
captain Joe Thornton,who played providing some one Hiller to have the Swiss team Davos in your lockout
season.?¡ãWe crashed the to buy we decide to put a lot of pucks there but take heart nothing went
everywhere over the and that is usually that the game of tennis sometimes.?¡ÀThe Ducks? dived back and
forth from sixth to educate yourself regarding fifth in the daily musical chairs?dance that has to be that the?
Western Conference. Luck slipped on them Saturday for those times when Phoenix,nfl store, Colorado and
San Jose all of them are squandered opportunites to learn more about pass them as part of your
standings.How will it shake out and about on the April?The Ducks and Sharks play again three?more times
and the teams might?have convinced themselves that they having got their scoring slumps out and about
concerning their choose.The Ducks opened its doors going to be the season so that you have just a few
goals everywhere over the about three games and were shutout as well as hundreds straight games upon
December.?¡ãNo one will be the reluctant to aspect,design your own football jersey,?¡À?Kent Huskins
said.?¡ãIt happens for additional details on any and all team at a minimum of one some time or otherwise
another. What we?¡¥re going all through right now we have to do just fine our way on the town of aspect.?¡À
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We have everything from cheap nfl jersey.You have free choice to cheap nba jerseys wholesale online,Get
the nfl nike jerseys 2012 and nike new nfl jersey with best quality and low price.? NFC Big Question: East |
West | North | South ? AFC: East | West | North | South,custom basketball jersey Who is the maximum
reviled diagram in the AFC East? That's a question I've wanted to explore as a meantime immediately and
with abundance of chirping going on among rival fans at the AFC East blog,nba jerseys, this seems to be as
comely a period as any. There's an abundance of actors,nba jersey sale,coaches and even executives folk

comely a period as any. There's an abundance of actors,nba jersey sale,coaches and even executives folk
fans adore to hate [+] EnlargeJerry Lai/US PresswirePlenty of AFC East readers hate Jets coach Rex Ryan
and his loud jaws.As we watched among the comments section of last week's edition of the Big
Question,wholesale nfl jersey, there's plenty of bitterness toward Bill Belichick and Bill Parcells. Readers were
fast to bring up Belichick's symbol among the Spygate video-taping scandal,2012 new nfl jerseys, the way he
left the New York Jets along scrawling his resignation on a napkin and the access he sprinted as the tunnel
onward the kill of Super Bowl XLII. Or perhaps he's disliked as he has won as a decade Parcells is a gruff,nba
jersey sizes,nfl jersey supply, larger-than-life role who has worked as each AFC East club barely the Buffalo
Bills. He has influenced the division as decades,kids hockey jerseys,highest recently as the Miami Dolphins'
reclusive football ops director Or perhaps you'd like to vote as unashamedly outspoken Jets head coach Rex
Ryan. Perhaps you're more the type to basis against quarterbacks. In that case,jerseys online store, the
altitude candidate is Patriots leading man Tom Brady,Titans Jerseys,hockey jersey, who yet has everything
merely seemingly could drop according your house and take whatever he wants whether he were among the
mood. Jets quarterback Mark Sanchez is again an who seems to drive fans bananas. Many believe he's
overrated and a mini also glamorous as a kid who hasn't accomplished much. At other positions,yankees
jersey,names to consider might include Dolphins-to-Jets turncoat Jason Taylor,customized nba jerseys, gnatpersistent Patriots receiver Wes Welker,nba jersey numbers, fur-coat wearing Patriots receiver Randy
Moss,youth baseball jerseys, controversial Dolphins recipient Brandon Marshall and hothead Dolphins guard
Richie Incognito. The Bills haven't been much of a factor as the past decade which means their actors don't
get opposing fans too riled up. Terrell Owens would be aboard this account if he still were approximately But if
you'd ask Bills fans who they dislike,design a baseball jersey,next running back Marshawn Lynch is among the
discussion. Who's your elect Feel free to acquaint a case as any of the aboard or work off the board with an
of your own ideas.PHILADELPHIA -- I'm by and by head over to the Linc,nike nfl,but wanted to mention that
Giants left guard Rich Seubert (knee),sports jersey stores, right tackle Kareem McKenzie (knee),lsu football
jersey, cornerback Corey Webster (knee) and safety cornerback Aaron Ross (hamstring) are always inactive
as today's game against the Panthers along Giants Stadium. The Panthers longing not have Pro Bowl
sprinting back DeAngelo Williams (ankle) and he'll be replaced along Jonathan Stewart. Once I acquaint it
over to the Linc,ohio state basketball jersey, I'll hop on NFL Nation Live to cater some annotation In other
news ESPN's Adam Schefter reported this morning that Mike Shanahan is not interested in replacing both
Gary Kubiak within Houston or Lovie Smith in Chicago. ESPNChicago.com had formerly reported that
Shanahan had one interest within the Bears job -- if among fact Smith lost his job. Schefter's news longing
have Redskins fans breathing a mini easier this afternoon. Schefter and Chris Mortensen are also reporting
that Bill Cowher is prepared to consultant afresh and they've mentioned Tampa Bay and Carolina as possible
destinations.
,authentic college football jerseys Our website Sale Products like Cheap/Wholesale Nike NFL Jerseys,NHL
Jerseys,MLB Jerseys,NBA Jerseys,NFL Jerseys,NCAA Jerseys,hockey hat,Custom Jerseys,nfl youth
jersey,Soccer Jerseys,Sports Caps online will satisfy your need jersey!Tweet Tweet,nhl jerseys for saleLos
Angeles officials have decide to put the brakes all over the a multi function plan for more information about to
create a National Football League stadium in the city amid is due to in excess of taxpayer dollars according to
explore Hannah Karp relating to going to be the Wall Street Journal.Anschutz Entertainment Group is usually
that proposing to understand more about formulate a multi function $1 billion stadium enchanting a potential
NFL team all over the downtown Los Angeles everywhere over the an all in one deal that may ask the city to
understand more about issue nearly $300 million all around the bonds.The chairwoman having to do with
going to be the city council?¡¥s stadium committee had hoped the committee would agree on the general
principles of going to be the deal and a pitted financial contract judging by late July after her lot of people met
twice significantly more privately.Last week,practice hockey jersey,however another member having to do with
going to be the five-person stadium committee instead called and for one or more going around and televised
meeting allowing an individual AEG at the end to do with the month and then for the entire city council On
Tuesday,buy nba jersey,going to be the council?¡¥s ceo agreed for more information regarding schedule that
discussion and then for July 29 and promised that members wouldn?¡¥t be the case asked for more
information about ballot that day.AEG threatened last month to understand more about rescind its proposal
along with going to be the stadium about whether or not the city couldn?¡¥t approve aspect before the
council?¡¥s spring and summer rest upon August.Tweet TweetA seemingly innocuous interview between
Vikings Tight End Visanthe Shiancoe and Ivan Carter,host concerning Comcast SportsNet?¡¥s Washington
Post Live,nfl jerseys cheap,is doing manage to explore guitar around us a little bit regarding chat Carter asked
Shiancoe ¡§C which of you played High School football locally for Montgomery Blair High School and was a
multi functional first team All-MEAC player at Morgan State University all over the Baltimore ¡§C about his
guidelines to help you on going to be the around the globe McNabb situation.Shiancoe responded:?¡ãYou
know what, as an all in one matter concerning fact,new nfl jersey, I seen him on the town the a number of other
day,nfl football jerseys,custom hockey jerseys, and a number of us had a little alcohol talk,Phillies baseball

Jerseys,should I say,jerseys online store,a multi function little alcohol talk,nfl womens jerseys,custom nike
jerseys,?¡À Shiancoe said. ?¡ãAnd I told kale ??Hey,look your family are aware of that Minnesota you could
be a good fit as well as all your family members I think that he or she is that the probably agree everywhere in
the that. Who knows if she wants for more information regarding stay in the following paragraphs
anymore,completely,nfl nike jerseys,being throughout the any of those circumstances? I don?¡¥t are aware of
that if that person wants for more information about or at least for no reason,football jersey numbers,nhl jersey
shirts,pro combat jerseys,but take heart I wouldn?¡¥t want to understand more about stay article Speaking as
well as me personally I wouldn?¡¥t want to learn more about stay since predicament all the way in this
post.?¡ÀThe Vikings are a multi function team so that you have ach and every little certainty around their
quarterback position,customize basketball jerseys, heading into the 2011 season. Now that Brett Favre has
seemingly aged as well as for good their cupboard often essentially bare at that position. They?¡¥ve made the
decision to educate yourself regarding part ways with quarterback Tarvaris Jackson,mlb jersey size
chart,Lions Jerseys, and are certainly not which you can buy everywhere in the the idea about Joe Webb
starting gorgeous honeymoons as well the team all around the 2011 or perhaps past that).McNabb might not
provide you with going to be the Vikings another fatigued at a multi functional in - depth playoff run,hockey
jersey creator,a little as though Favre has been doing on 2009. The team often stocked providing some one
talent and veterans at many a very important positions,reebok football jersey,baseball jersey custom,nfl jersey
s, and procuring McNabb might allow them to use their before anything else bout about (#12 overall) to
educate yourself regarding address another position to do with should.
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Sports Blog Dunn,nfl jerseys nike, Brees finalists enchanting Starr award Posted on such basis as
ESPN.com's Pat YasinskasTwo having to do with the about three finalists as well as going to be the classical
Bart Starr Award are from going to be the NFC South.Tampa Bay running back Warrick Dunn and New
Orleans quarterback Drew Brees are finalists along allowing an individual Arizona quarterback Kurt Warner.
The award honors a player as well as for exemplary character and leadership in your a new one everywhere in
the the profession and in the community. It's don't you think surprise any having to do with going to be the
about three are finalists because Dunn,nike nfl jerseys 2011, Brees and Warner have been very active as part
of your community through their careers.Dunn,nfl youth jerseys,a multi function Louisiana native,football jersey
numbers, and Brees have been particularly active in your Hurricane Katrina recovery efforts.The winner
concerning going to be the award will be announced Jan. 31 at going to be the Athletes on Action Super Bowl
breakfast at the Sun Dome in your Tampa.Tagged with: Categorised as: Sports Blog Comments are closed.
Polo Lacoste Pas Cher | Maplestory Mesos | Cheap Homecoming Dresses | tablette | dreambox 8000 |
wedding get dressed | Beat By Dr Dre | prostatitis | polo lacoste | Crystal Paperweights | Monster Beats |
hats wholesale | Polo Ralph Lauren | the game of golf golf equipment sale | Michael Kors handbags |
discount the game of golf golf items | Copyright Sports Blog,new nfl jersey,Giants Nike NFL Jerseys, All
Rights Reserved. INDIANAPOLIS ?? Quick guidelines to help you after Dukes 78-57 national semifinal win in
excess of West Virginia.This victory could be remembered and for Dukes impressive offensive
display,authentic college football jerseys,going to be the horrific to the left lower - leg injury for more
information about West Virginia senior forward Da??Sean Butler,football jersey display cases, and going to
be the reaction back and forth from West Virginia coach Bob Huggins.Let??s examine each: Duke sliced by
the use of West Virginias porous criminal and moved going to be the ball if that's the case finding going to be
the mismatch or at least open photographer Just when the Blue Devils looked a little as though they may or
may not have an issue,iowa football jersey,a pass might be that the grab Nolan Smith,nfl jersey sales, Jon
Scheyer or at best Kyle Singler. The ability enchanting Duke for more information regarding rebound as if you
are especially by senior center Brian Zoubek was monumental throughout the keeping the Blue Devils
possessions alive. Butler was driving for more information on the basket so that you have 8:59 to the left as
part of your game and his left knee secured You can hear his scream back and forth from seal of approval
row. Butler been around for additional details on decide to put body mass on his to the left foot but take heart
couldnt. He was helped off going to be the court and made a resource box will show you to understand more
about the bench. He needed a good deal more help for more information on can get to the closet sleeping
quarters Butler had a multi function magnificent senior season,authentic nfl jersey, including seven gamewinning drinks Butler will have to understand more about earn an all in one first-round a place as part of your

NBA draft without having any workouts in your spring. Thats going when getting tough. Huggins will at no time
be the case i searched at going to be the same again. Huggins reaction for more information about Butlers
injury are no longer show the country what's much in the way she / he cares about his players. I have at no
time have you heard a coach be able to get and consequently just minutes to educate yourself regarding a
multi functional player during an injury about this magnitude. Huggins was within inches having to do with
Butlers face. He was cradling his head,nfl jersey supply, patting his stomach. He was visibly an upsurge
providing some one going to be the officiating but didnt take his mind off Butler. His compassion along with
his players is always real. He was genuinely a resurgence and don't you think more then one are no longer
think otherwise.
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I dont schedulae an appoitment with the Colts going undefeated using going to be the regular season. I am
certain they arent going marketing campaign heartbroken about whether or not at least when element doesnt
happen. Related Coverage ? Will going to be the Saints are involved unbeaten? ? Will the Colts come to
unbeaten? ? MVP Watch: Brees upon top spot ? Podcast: Pasquarelli | Williamson ? Poll: Will the Saints,
Colts are preoccupied 16-0? They may or may not lose Sunday to understand more about Tennessee,an all
in one hot or cold and dangerous team thats played as if that is so or at best considerably better than going to
be the Colts in brand new month or so The AFC South rivals have pennyless the season tv shows the past
about three very many years -- despite the fact a multi functional special couple about games at the end
relating to any of those seasons had no meaning as well as more then one or at least both the teams. The
Titans are seeking to educate yourself regarding avenge an all in one 31-9 damages all over the"Sunday Night
Football" Oct.11 and have far a good deal more for more information on also lose as they get involved with to
claw their way into the wild-card is really a But for that matter if going to be the Colts beat going to be the
Titans, theyll drop at least a game down the much their for those times when they take their to toe off going to
be the gas. Coach Jim Caldwell and chief executive officer Bill Polian have each made aspect clear that an
undefeated season isnt going to be the teams goal. Polian says momentum heading into the playoffs is the
reason that an overrated concept. Like going to be the Titans,going to be the Broncos will have a great deal
more all over the going to be the line than going to be the Colts for those times when they visit Lucas Oil
Stadium all over the Dec. 13. A team thats already been beat around us a piece of land this year will fall
asleep a lot of those injured well fed up players on games that dont mean anything at going to be the stop of
going to be the season. Pull Dwight Freeney, Clint Session and Antoine Bethea off going to be the defense
and for example the Jets and Bills not only can they find yards. And is the reason that Jim Sorgi throwing for
additional details on Hank Baskett going to educate yourself regarding put fear into New York well Buffalo? [+]
EnlargeMatthew Emmons/US PresswireFlirting so that you have a multi function 16-0 record is the fact that
nothing new and for Peyton Manning and the Colts.Indianapolis wouldnt mind about whether or not 16-0
happened,as with all things but take heart its under no circumstances a multi function primary goal. And
dropping an all in one couple to do with games late after an all in one some distance undefeated much their is
this : hardly new territory as well as for going to be the franchise -- it was 7-0 in your 2007, 9-0 all around the
2006 and 13-0 all around the 2005. Getting everywhere over the position to understand more about win in
your playoffs trumps everything It hasnt been something this teams done well outside to do with its 2006
championship season. But its hardly thinking having to do with an undefeated regular season as any sort about
prerequisite. Heres easiest way ESPN.com national writers John Clayton and Len Pasquarelli schedulae an
appoitment with aspect Clayton: The reason the Colts will practically never are concerned 16-0 will be the
because they dont should to explore come to 16-0. At different times during Mannings a good reason
career,going to be the Colts have flirted providing some one going to be the perfect regular season. Once
they clinched new ones profession they started to educate yourself regarding think ahead to understand more
about going to be the playoffs,all of which left them vulnerable to a multi functional loss That usually are going
to be the case again this year. Their remaining five games are winnable. They play teams allowing you to have

a multi function combined track regarding 27-28,going to be the 14th-easiest closing to create as part of your
league. Indianapolis possibilities countless remaining opponents to have winning records are going to be the
Broncos (Dec. 13) and Jaguars (Dec. 17). They can win any sexual games. But its also you can possibly
imagine as well as for the Colts to understand more about clinch home-field advantage in the playoffs utilize
them and achieve they get to understand more about 13 wins. Once that happens,going to be the Colts not
only can they focal point throughout the going to be the playoffs. Manning, Polian and everyone who has
already been around the organization realize going to be the idea is usually that for more information about win
countless games in the playoffs and get for additional details on going to be the Super Bowl. Thats the key
reason why they not only can they start figuring on the town managing rest starters, including Manning,as part
of your final about three few weeks If that happens, they could lose for additional details on going to be the
Jets throughout the Dec. 27 or at least the Bills all over the Jan.three Colts' Remaining Schedule Date
Opponent Sun., Dec. 27 NY Jets Sun., Jan.three @ Buffalo Pasquarelli: In winning their past five games on
such basis as a total to do with 18 points,all are providing some one fourth-quarter comebacks,the Colts have
demonstrated an all in one remarkable resourcefulness. But in doing as a consequence they have also rung in
an airplane not only the division title,but take heart also an all in one three-game lead rrn excess of they all are
numerous AFC franchises, and are poised for additional details on harmless home-field advantage all through
the playoffs. It is usually that the take a monumental collapse upon December as well as for the Colts to
understand more about have to leave Lucas Oil Stadium as well as a multi function postseason game, and the
likelihood having to do with that is because it is quite off the beaten track On the a great many other
hand,utilize them and achieve they clinch that all the way there is don't you think other carrot to dangle all over
the front to do with the noses concerning the prideful Colts, save for a multi functional the best option season.
And remaining unbeaten going into the playoffs isnt a multi function extra - large priority and for a Colts team
that has these days happen to be for more information on the postseason eight straight times and dates,but
consists of do nothing more than some form of Super Bowl ring. The priority also Indianapolis, as always,
remains winning a championship,personalized jerseys,hardly all regular-season outing. Polian a few days ago
put the lie to the importance about momentum entering going to be the playoffs. That admission on top of the
a tacit tip-off to learn more about going to be the Colts strategy relating to resting examples of starters all over
the December, and remaining as healthy as conceivable gorgeous honeymoons as well the postseason. The
Colts,which of you play any and all game so that you have great intensity,will succumb for more information
about a multi functional degree of human nature now that you've got they clinch home-field advantage, and
ratchet to the ground just a multi function hair,a lot of for more information regarding how to lose a multi
function close game for additional details on someone. 11-0 Starts on the NFL History Year Team Start Finish
First Loss Season Result 2009 Saints 11-0 ? ? ? 2009 Colts 11-0 ? ? ? 2007 Patriots 16-0 16-0 None Lost
Super Bowl XLII 2005 Colts 13-0 14-2 Chargers Lost Divisional Playoffs 1998 Broncos 13-0 14-2 Giants
Won Super Bowl XXXIII 1991 Redskins 11-0 14-2 Cowboys Won Super Bowl XXVI 1985 Bears 12-0 15-1
Dolphins Won Super Bowl XX 1984 Dolphins 11-0 14-2 Chargers Lost Super Bowl XIX 1972 Dolphins 14-0
14-0 None Won Super Bowl VII 1969 Rams 11-0 11-3 Vikings Lost Divisional playoffs 1961 Chargers 11-0
12-2 Oilers Lost AFL Championship 1953 Browns 11-0 11-1 Eagles Lost NFL Championship 1942 Bears 110 11-0 None Lost NFL Championship 1934 Bears 13-0 13-0 None Lost NFL Championship

